Hydrogen-bond interactions of the primary donor of the photosynthetic purple sulfur bacterium Chromatium tepidum.
We have used near-infrared Fourier transform (pre)resonance Raman spectroscopy to determine the protein interactions with the bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) dimer constituting the primary electron donor, P, in the reaction center (RC) from the thermophilic purple sulfur bacterium Chromatium tepidum. In addition, we report the alignment of partial sequences of the L and M protein subunits of C. tepidum RCs in the vicinity of the primary donor with those of Rhodobacter sphaeroides and Rhodopseudomonas viridis. Taken together, these results enable us to propose the hydrogen-bonding pattern and the H-bond donors to the conjugated carbonyl groups of P. Selective excitation (1064-nm laser radiation) of the FT (pre)-resonance Raman spectra of P in its neutral (P degree) and oxidized (P degree +) states were obtained via their electronic absorption bands at 876 and 1240 nm, respectively. The P degree spectrum exhibits vibrational frequencies at 1608, 1616, 1633, and 1697 cm-1 which bleach upon P oxidation. The P degree + spectrum exhibits new bands at 1600, 1639, and 1719 cm-1. The 1608-cm-1 band, which downshifts to 1600 cm-1 upon oxidation, is assigned to a CaCm methine bridge stretching mode of the P dimer, indicating that each BChl molecule possesses a single axial ligand (His L181 and His M201, from the sequence alignment). The 1616- and 1633-cm-1 bands correspond to two H-bonded pi-conjugated acetyl carbonyl groups of each BChl molecule. with different H-bond strengths: the 1616-cm-1 band is assigned to the PL C2 acetyl group which is H-bonded to a histidine residue (His L176), while the 1633-cm-1 band is assigned to the PM C2 acetyl carbonyl, H-bonded to a tyrosine residue (Tyr M196). Both PL and PM C9 keto carbonyls are free from interactions and vibrate at the same frequency (1697 cm-1). Thus, the H-bond pattern of the primary donor of C. tepidum differs from that of Rb. sphaeroides in the extra H-bond to the PM C2 acetyl carbonyl group; that of PL is H-bonded to a histidine residue in both primary donors (His L168 in Rb. sphaeroides and His L176 in C. tepidum). The P degree/P degree + redox midpoint potentials were measured to be +497 and +526 mV for isolated C. tepidum RCs with and without the associated tetraheme cytochrome c subunit, respectively, and +502 mV for intracytoplasmic membranes. The positive charge localization was estimated to be 69% in favor of PL, indicating a more delocalized situation over the primary donor of C. tepidum than that of Rb. sphaeroides (estimated to be 80% on PL). These differences in physicochemical properties are discussed with respect to the proposed structural model for the microenvironment of the primary donor of C. tepidum.